
Solve the problems your business faces with software built 
for custom & specialty vehicle upfitters. Only available through 
Solution Source, our exclusive set of features upfits NetSuite to 
let you manage all your vehicle information in a single system.

NETSUITE FOR 
VEHICLE UPFITTERS
Production Management

Production 
Scheduling

Configured Work 
Order Generation

Unit Tracking 
by VIN

Highlighted Features

Get the scalability, accessibility, and flexibility of NetSuite without compromising any of 
the unique features your business requires.
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Key Benefits

Simplified Production Scheduling 

Eliminate scheduling 
errors with online and 
offline dates visible on 
Unit records.

Use digital Work Order records to support and improve 
your existing production processes, keeping track of 
vital information at every step.

RVS for NetSuite puts all in-progress 
units right at your fingertips, allowing you 
to choose when and where you want to 
produce each unit. Simple and easy-to-read 
scheduling interfaces make it easy to plan 
ahead and organize resources.

Batch Create Backlogs
Filter open Sales Orders by Location, Series, 
and Model, then instantly create work orders/
backlogs to be placed on a production run. 
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Use digital Work Order records to support and improve 
your existing production processes, keeping track of 
vital information at every step.

Eliminate scheduling
errors with online and
offline dates visible on
Unit records.

Our system puts all in-progress units right 
at your fingertips, allowing you to choose 
when and where you want to produce each 
unit. Simple and easy-to-read scheduling 
interfaces make it easy to plan ahead and 
organize resources.

Simplified Production Scheduling

Filter open Sales Orders by Location, Product 
Type, and Model, then instantly create Work 
Orders to schedule for Production.

Batch Create Work Orders
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